Sacramento City Unified School District

Equity Department

Inspiring Equity in Education
Snapshots of evidence-based practices,
including SEL, PBIS, and Restorative
Practices, to help promote a positive and
equitable environment for all!

December 2015

Upcoming Events
12/19 –
1/03

WINTER BREAK - Enjoy time
with loved ones!

1/07

PBIS Tier I Training @ Serna

1/20

NEP/Site Admin Meeting:
Building Equity Competencies

1/26

SEL Cohort IV @ Serna

1/28

SEL Leadership Team @ Serna

Jan/Feb
TBD

Saturday Sessions for
Restorative Justice Demo Sites

Our Work with the National Equity Project
The National Equity Project (NEP), a valued thought partner in SCUSD’s
work, returned to Sacramento on November 18th to work with
principals. The NEP continued to fortify site administrators’
competencies as they charge ahead in leading for equity. This training
focused on social emotional leadership at the administrative level.
Principals worked in small groups to cultivate their self-awareness of
fostering relationships and alliances needed for lasting change.
“I appreciated the opportunity to receive input from my colleagues in
preparing for a challenging conversation...I was able to receive great
feedback and affirmation regarding things I have already
done/communicated, as well as good ideas regarding next steps.”
--- SCUSD Principal
Participants learned that emotion is often a more powerful determinate
of our behavior than our brain’s logic/rational processes. Additionally,
there was considerable dialogue around the notion of emotional
distress limiting intelligent thinking and caring behavior. Principals
studied the elements of social emotional leadership and set a personal
intention for next steps in their work.
Site level leaders are looking forward to the National Equity Project
returning to Sacramento to continue this work in the coming months!

! NEP continuing to work with site administrators and instructional coaches
! Oak Ridge Elementary School featured in Soul Pancake video about their work around gratitude
“Students Discover the Power of Gratitude on a Community” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxFRx-87-Qo
! PBIS schools creating gratitude walls and positive student/staff acknowledgment systems
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Dig Deeper: Growth Mindset
How to Change the Way We View Success and Failure
In 2011, Psychologist Jason Moser of Michigan State University conducted a study to determine how our
brains react when we fail or make a mistake. What Moser and his group found is amazing – our brain
neurons spark and grow when struggle occurs. They noticed that there are two potential responses our
brains have to failing/making mistakes: 1) an ERN response, which is a noticeable increase in electrical
activity when the brain experiences conflict between a correct response and an error, and occurs whether
or not a person knows they made an error; and 2) a Pe, which is a brain signal that is sent when a person is
aware that a mistake has been made.
Essentially, the brain is challenged during times of struggle and all of that struggle results in brain growth!
So how does this relate to growth mindset? The answer lies in what we do after failures and mistakes
occur. According to Moser, “One big difference between people who think intelligence is malleable and
those who think intelligence is fixed is how they respond to mistakes.” When students think they can learn
from mistakes and get better, they try harder. A separate but related study by Gabriele Steuer and
Markus Dresel found that when students perceived their classroom as failure- and mistake-friendly, they
increased the effort they put into their schoolwork. They state: “a favorable error climate can support
learning from errors and hence foster learning progress.”
We should, then, work hard to shift out current culture of “working to get the right answer” to a culture that
is friendly to, and encourages, risk-taking and mistake-making. If we allow students to take risks without
fear of failure, their brain growth and academic growth will be tremendous.
http://www.psychologie-aktuell.com/fileadmin/download/ptam/2-2015_20150624/08_Steuer.pdf
https://www.youcubed.org/think-it-up/mistakes-grow-brain/
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/news/releases/how-the-brain-reacts-to-mistakes.html
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Focus On: Restorative Justice at Luther Burbank High School
Written by guest author: Jennifer Adkins

At Luther Burbank, the faculty, staff and administration have been working diligently to keep students in the
classroom; we work ardently to support one another in supporting our students to be present. As such, we estimate
about one third of our classroom teachers are employing community circles, with some moving forward with harm
circles when necessary. Like many of you, we have also used circles in common planning time, department meetings
and even faculty meetings. Along with these restorative practices, it has been equally pressing to have peer groups
work to keep students with disciplinary issues engaged in school while being held accountable for their actions. For
more than two years now, we’ve been doing just that through our Peer Court.
Peer Court is funded as an after school class, but is considered a peer program that enables students in our
community to actively accept responsibility for and repair the harm they have caused through their actions. Here is
how it works: when a student is sent to the discipline office, and it is deemed safe and appropriate, they are given the
choice to attend peer court, where a judge and jury of their peers will hear their case (presented by a student
advocate) and reach agreement on an alternative consequence plan (ACP). The consequences in the ACP differ from
traditional punitive consequences such as detention and suspension, and favor things like tutoring, hours spent in a
leadership class, and/or serving time on the peer court jury. Once the ACP is completed, students are cleared of any
wrongdoings. During the court process, student community advocates interview any teachers or students involved to
assess the harm caused. The student (or respondent, as we refer to them) also has an advocate who interviews them
thoroughly looking for all facts and any pertinent background information. (We have found that often there is more to
their story than just the harm they caused).
This process allows both the respondent and the person(s) harmed a chance to tell their narrative to an impartial
member of the peer court. It also allows the advocates of those harmed to suggest an appropriate ACP. Those in peer
court have been trained in: asking questions, interviewing, writing statements, speaking to the judge and jury, fair
and appropriate ACP’s, coaching the respondent through the process, and checking in with the respondent later.
Ultimately, we’ve seen this process help students understand the wide net their actions cast. This process allows
students to accept responsibility and gives students an action plan to move forward productively instead of
continuing to repeat the cycle of misbehavior and punitive response from administration. This class and process is
also impactful for our peer court students, who take ownership of the justice system in our school community.

Focus On: The Equity Team!
Doug Huscher

Interim Assistant
Superintendent of Equity
Why I love my job: Every
day is all about going all
in for SCUSD kids!

Nicole Quinn

Training Specialist/
Coach, SEL
Why I love my job: I get
the chance to work with
amazing educators
throughout the district.

Mai Xi Lee

Director, SEL
Why I love my job: I get to focus
on the humanistic aspect of
education, which is not only
critical for student and
organization success, but
essential for our very existence as
a peaceful, global community.

Julia Yang

Training Specialist/
Coach, SEL
Why I love my job: I love
to come to work everyday
because I look forward to
any and all new learning
experiences.

Shannon Lynch

Shonna Franzella
Training Specialist/
Coach, PBIS

Why I love my job:
Everyone on our team is
dedicated and driven to
bring about positive
change!

Administrative Assistant, Office of
Assistant Superintendents
Why I love my job: “The nice
thing about teamwork is that you
always have others on your side.”
-Margaret Carty
I am so lucky to be on such a high
caliber team!!
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